
Information publishing solutions

What is information dissemination?

It consists of an electronic display screen, an information release controller and a set of information release management software. The 

information release management software packages pictures, videos and PPT files into a file, sends them to the controller through wired or wireless 

network, and plays them periodically and repeatedly on the electronic display at the set time.

1.Instead of paper notices, advertisements, precautions, energy saving and environmental protection: In shopping 

malls, elevators, and office areas, through the information release screen, notices and news can be quickly and real-

time, without additional paper documents, energy saving and environmental protection.

2. Higher publishing efficiency: massive pictures, videos, PPT files can be released with one click, and can be pushed 

to the designated display in the whole area, and can update the display content at any time.

Why do I need to publish information?

1.Shopping malls, supermarkets: Through hanging display screen, real-time display of product information, guide customers to buy.

2. Movie theater: Through the display screen, real-time display of the current movie news, ticket purchase guidance process, guide ones to buy tickets.

3. Hospital: Display scientific research and expert resumes in real time through various displays to enhance the visibility of the hospital.

Where does information need to be published?

Through the installation of LCD display screen, information release controller, information release management software to form a complete 

multimedia information release system, through the information release management software can package pictures, videos, PPT files into a file, 

send through the wired or wireless network and save in the information release controller. According to the set time on the electronic display screen 

automatically, loop playback of pictures, videos, PPT files.

How to implement information publishing?
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Why choose us?

1. Industrial grade products

    Products are designed according to industrial standards, explosion-proof metal shell, dustproof, waterproof, corrosion resistance, adapt to harsh 

installation environment, high measurement accuracy, small error, support 24 hours uninterrupted measurement, from the terminal, to the host, and 

then to the monitoring platform full range of products

2.1000+ project cases

    Since the launch of the product, it has been applied to more than 1000 project cases such as petroleum, chemical industry and coal, and the quality 

level is far higher than that of the same industry.

3.15 years of industry experience and provided complete industrial safety and environmental solutions
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SiMSiN is more than just a product manufacturer,We are industrial system supporter
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More information……

SIMSIN ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY CO.,LTD

Address：Building A, World Trade Plaza, Futian District, Shenzhen, China

★Contact：Mr Allen.kok

★Email：simsin@simsin.cn

★https://www.simsin.cn

★Email：simsin@189.cn
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